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ABSTRACT 
An investigation of the asymptotic behavior, for large n, of the quantities 
px(n < VB ~ < co; XvB r = y), 
where VJ  is the time of the r-th visit to a finite, non-empty set B of states in a count- 
able state space transient Markov chain X~. These results are shown to yield informa- 
tion on the asymptotic behavior for solutions to the exterior Dirichlet problem for B, 
and on the error in approximating P~(N.(B) <_ r) by P~[N(B) <~ r], where N.(B) is 
the occupation time in B by time n and N(B) ~ lim N.(B). Applications are given to 
several specific classes of Markov chains. ~ 
l. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper  we cont inue the work  begun in [2] on the asymptot ic  
behavior  of  t ransient  Markov  chains. As before, our  basic assumpt ion 
will be that  the Markov  chain {X~}, with states in a denumerab le  set So2 
(which we may label with the integers when convenient) ,  is i rreducible 
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and transient. Previously we were interested in the behavior, for large n, 
of the quantity P~(n <Vtr  < ~) ,  where V, is the hitting time after time 0 
for a finite set B. Here we shall be concerned with the asymptotic be- 
havior of the more general quantities 
P.~(n < VR" < oo; XvB~ = )% 
where Va r is the time of the r-th visit to the finite non-empty set B. 
The following notation will be used throughout: For convenience set 
V, ~ -- 0 and define the successive ntrance times to B as follows: 
VIe- Vt~ 1, where, for any r~ 1, I/," min {17 /~ V~ l :X~,c B}; 
VS oo if Y,,r B for all n ; .  V]~ 1 or if V]~-I =~.  
Set 
1 ~(x) 1 if  .v e B, 
= 0 if x r B; 
and define the occupation time in B by time n as 
,I 
N,,(B) Z I n(Xj). 
j~  1 
The total occupation time in B is then 
N(B) = lira N,,(B). 
Set 
Px(')  = P(" IX(, =- x), E.,:(.)= E(. [Xo -- x). 
The following matrix quantities will be used. 
RP.(x, y) = PAx,, - -  y, vt~ _> . ) ;  
P,,(x, y) -= eAx,,  = y);  
co 
R.(x, y) Z 
j -n~ l  
oo 
BRn(x,Y) = Z 
j -n+ l  
l,~(x,y) ~= 6~u if x, yc  B, 
= 0 elsewhere; 
Pj(x, y), 
BPj(x, y)" 
R.,, =-- R,,(O, 0); 
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HB(x, y) = Px(VB < c~; Xv,  = y) : (BRoils) (x,y);  
HR(x, y) = Hn(x, y) if x # B 
= 6~, t i f x~B.  
We will also need to use generating functions. The generating function 
of {BP,} will be denoted by BP t, where 0 < t < 1. Similar notation will 
be used for generating functions of other matrix quantities. In particular 
]]R t -  Bpt lB  . 
In Lemma 3.1 of [2] it was shown that, if for some pair of states Xo, Yo 
(not necessarily distinct) we knew that 
~3 
R,,(Xo, Yo) < c~, 
then 
C~3 
Z R,,(x, y) < c~ 
~=0 
for all states x, y. 
DEFINITION 1. An 
if for some state 0, 
irreducible, transient chain is strongly transient 
oo 
Z R,,(0, 0 )< ~.  
The chain is weakly transient if the above series diverges. 
The intuitive meaning of weak and strong transience is easy to see. 
If the chain is transient, hen we know that if TB = rain {n ~ 0: X~ ~ B 
for all m > n) (i.e., if T ,  is the time of last visit to B), then Px(TR < c~) 
:= 1. As was shown in [2], 
E~rR Z Z R,,(x, y)e~(vp -- ~)  
16 B ~1 = 0 
Thus a chain is strongly transient if and only if ExTR < c~ for all x and 
every finite B. The analog with positive and null recurrence is apparent, 
and (as we shall see) there is a great difference in the behavior of strongly 
and weakly transient chains. 
DEFINITION 2. An irreducible, transient chain is regular if 
lim ~=o 
k=o 
exists for all states x, y. 
RAx, y) 
- -  A (x ,  y )  
Rk(O, O) 
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We observe that every strongly transient chain is regular, and that for 
such a chain, 
[(R o .... I)R,,] (.\', 39 
A (.v, >,) : 
[(Ro I)Ro] (0, O) " 
However, as we shall see, there are also weakly transient chains that 
are regular. In any case the matrix A(x, y) is a superregular function of x 
for fixed y and a superregular measure in y for fixed x. For some weakly 
transient chains, A(x, y)= ~0'). In such cases the results we obtain 
take particularly simple forms (see Section 4). 
We now briefly summarize the contents of the paper. The main resuh 
in Section 2 is that, in every regular transient chain, 
DI, 
~P,.(n < V J  < c~; XvB~=:3,) 
lim . o : LR(x ,y , r ) ,  (1 .1 )  
m 
Z &,(0, o) 
#l=O 
where 
LR(x , y, r) := [ 
t 
Z (Hn) / ( I -  Hv)AIt~(I liB) (11~),. 1 j (x,y). 
5:o (1.2) 
g P. (n < V~ r < o~; Xvs  - -  y) = 
~=0 
"~ ]( Y~ (fl B)J BRoH~(IIR) ~q J .v, y). 
2=0 
These results are used in Corollary 2.1 to obtain information about the 
rate of approach of solutions of the time-dependent Dirichlet problem for 
a set B to that of the corresponding time-independent solution. In Cor- 
ollary 2.2 the above results are shown to yield information on the error 
term in approximating Px(N,~(B) < r) by P~(N(B) ~ r). 
In Section 3 we show that, under much more stringent conditions, 
limits of individual terms in (1.1), rather than partial sums, exist and 
have the same form as (1.2), except now A(x, y) is replaced by 
D(x, y) lim R,~(x, y) R,~(O, O) -1 
~l -+co  
(which is assumed to exist). 
In Section 4 we apply the results in the previous two sections to some 
specific examples. 
In particular, in every strongly transient chain, 
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2. RATIO LIMITS 
Throughout his section, B will be a finite nonempty subset of,Q, and x, 
y will be arbitrary states. For simplicity we set R n = Rn(0, 0). 
THEOREM 2.1. In every regular chain 
BRj(x, y) 
lim j=o .... MR(x, y) (2.1) 
. . . .  ~ Rj 
j=O 
exists. Moreover, 
MR(x, y) = [(I -- l lB)A( IB -- IBllB)](X, y), y ~ B (2.2) 
= [(I -- HB)A](x, y) -- [(I -- HB)AIBBRo](X, y), y ~ B 
(2.3) 
In particular, i f  the chain is strongly transient, then 
Px(n < VR < c~v; Xv~ = y) ---- (BRoHB) (X, y). (2.4) 
~=0 
PROOF: We have 
RPn(x, y) = P,(x, y) - Z E BP~(x, z)P,~_~(z, y). 
k=l ze B 
Taking generating functions, we obtain the identity 
Bpt = pt _ flBtPt. (2.5) 
A simple computat ion now gives 
BR t + BRtIRRo = ( I -  HBt)R t, (2.6) 
and, consequently, 
BRt(IB + IBRoIB) = ( I -  HBt)RtlB . 
However, 
IB + (IBRolB) = (IB -- IBHB) -x 
(see proof  of Theorem 3.2 (ii) in [2]), and thus, for y E B, 
BRt(x, y) = [(I -- HRt)Rt(IB -- IBHB)](X, y). (2.7) 
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Consequently, for ) ' c  B, 
BR~,(X, y) -- [Rfl ldl - l l  n)](x, 1') 
- ~ Z BPz.(x, z) [R, j..(lt~ -- lf l lB)] (Z, y). 
k=l  ze B 
Hence for y e B 
x~ BRj(x, y) 52 ~ Rjfx, z) [(1B - IBIlR)] (Z, 3") 
j=0  ze B j=0 := 
j=0 j=0 
N BPz,(x, R,, /(z, u) ~ Rj(z, 10 
__ 52 /=1 k=l  3=0 
j=o .i=o 
< [(In - IBIIB)](U, y). 
Since 
and, for z 6 B, 




BP~r Z) ~- BRo(X, Z) = liB(x, z), 
k=l  
(2.8) 
we obtain from the above expression, by appeal to a well-known result 
on Norliind summation, that (2.2) holds. Now for an arbitrary y, we 
obtain from (2.6) that 
RRn(x, y) = R,~(x, y) ~ 52 BPh.(X, z)R,, ~.(z, y) 
k=l  ze B 
Z ~R,~(x, z)Ro(z, y). 
2e B 
Using this identity and a summation argument very similar to that used 
to establish (2.2) from (2.8), we obtain (2.3). Finally, if the chain is 
strongly transient, then 
E BR,,(x, y) < oo, 
n 
and, for y c B, 
BR~(x, Y) = .Z BP,,+l(x, z)H~(z, y). 
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Consequently, 
BR,(x, Y) -~ ~ nRo(X, z)Hn(z,  Y), 
t~ 0 Z 
which establishes (2.4). This completes the proof. 
The results of Theorem 2.1 can be used to give interesting results on 
the time-dependent Dirichlet problem for a finite set B. This problem 
is the following: Find a sequence {%(x)} of functions uch that 
(P - I )%(x)  -= (%+1 - %)(x) ,  x r B, n > 0; 
%(x)  = f (x ) ,  x e B, n > O; 
%(x)=0,  x~ B, n --0. 
These equations have a unique solution, which is 
q)n(X) -- • Px(VR <~ n; XvB Y)fO'), x ~. B, 
ye B 
f (x ) ,  x ~ B. 
As n - - ,  oo,  
~o.(x) -~ ~(x) = Z Hs(x,  y)J(y), 
g~ B 
which is a solution (but not the only solution) of the time-independent 
Dirichlet problem for the same set B. That is, q~(x) is bounded and 
( I  - P )~(x)  = o,  x ,.  B,  
q)(x) : f (x ) ,  x e B. 
But then, 
0 ~ of(x) -- %(x)  Z Pz(n < VB < c~v; XvB == Y)f(Y), x r B, 
ye B 
- -0 ,  x~ B. 
Thus from Theorem 2.1 we obtain the following. 
COROLLARY 2.1. In a regular chain, 
I~(x) - %,(x) I 
lim ,=o -- [(I -- l lB)A IR( I  -- I lR)f](x) ,  X ~- B. 
,,,~oo Z R,,(0, 0) 
,,=o (2.9) 
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In particular, in e~,ery strongly transieltt chain. 
co 
~] ] q~(x) -- %(x) l = RRoHBJ(X), x r B. 
We will now establish the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.2. In a regular transient chain, for r ~ 1 and y e B, 
(2.10) 
where 
• Pz(n % V J  < c~; A'vz~ y) 
lim n=o = LR(x,y; r), (2.11) 
m~ ~ Rn 
rt=O 
i t ,  ] LB(X , y; r) Z (HE)J(MflB)( l l tO r-1 j (x, y). (2.12) 
j=o  
In particular, i f  the chain is strongly transient, 
it, 1 Px( n "~ VB r < co;  XVBr = Y) .... E (HB)J(BRoH~)llf3 -1-j (x, y) .  
~=o j=o (2.13) 
co 
Z Px(VB r = 1l; X n = y ) t "  ([]Rt)~(x, y) .  
rt=l 
cxz 
BR/(x, y) Z t'P~(n .< V ,  r < oo; XvB ..... Y). 
n=0 
Then, by an easy computation, 
BRrt(X, y) = (HRtl~Rti_I)(X, y) (BRtt(HR) ~ 1)(x, y). (2.14) 
Let BRr(x, Y, n) = Px(n < V~ ~ < co; X%r -- y). Then from the above 
equation, we obtain 
.Rr(x, y, .) - z [ ~: .ej(,, .).Rr l(u, y, ,, - j) 
~e B j~ l  
+ ,RI(x,  u, n) ( I I , )  r l(u, y)]. 
(2.15) 
PROOF: A simple induction argument shows 
Set 
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Hence 
X 
RR~(x, y, n) 
~t =O 
BRr_I(U, )', n) 
r/=O 
).7, R, ~ R,, 
~=0 n =0 
~ BRr_l(lt, y, m -- 1l) Z nP/( x, u) 
~a ~1=0 j=l  
u~B ~ BRr I(U, y, n) 
~ =O 
E BRI(x, u, n) (iI~)" i(u, y) 
(2.16) 
We now proceed by induction on r. For r :- 1, the assertions of the 
theorem are just those of Theorem 2.1 and thus the theorem holds for 
r 1. Assume that we have already established that the limit in (2.11) 
exists for all values up to r -- 1 and that (2.12) holds for all these values. 
Then, by (2.16) and a well-known result on Norlfind means, we see that 
the limit in (2.11) exists for r and satisfies the equation 
LB(x ,y ;  r) = Y~ Hs~(x, u)L~(u,y;  r -- 1) 
U~ B 
+ 2~ MR(x, u)+H ~r-l+u l  t , )'), 
u~ B 
r> l  
(2.17) 
with the initial condition, 
Ln(x ,y ;  1) Mt~(x,y). 
The unique solution of this equation is (2.12). Equation (2.13) follows 
at once from Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) by (2.4). 
Recalling the fact that 
we see that 
[V~ +1 > n] =:  [N I , (B )  ~ r ] ,  
Px(n < V~ r < c~v) = P~(N~(B) < r) -- Pz(N(B) < r). 
Hence we at once obtain the following result from Theorem 2.2. 
COROLLARY 2.2. In a regular transient chain 
lim 
?/2 -+oo 
[P,.(Nn(B) ~ r) -- Pa:(N(B) < r)] 




[' ] ( I l te) ' (MRIR) (11~)' ;lt~ (x). 
i= o 
In particular, in every strongly transient chain, 
[p~.(N,,(B) < r) ~- p , (N(B)  ~-: r)] :: ~ ( l lR) ;~RoH~(l l~)"  ;1 ~ (xt 
i t  = : 1 j=0 
(2.19) 
For the special case of a recurrent event these results take an espe- 
cially simple form. In this case we may establish these results with no 
assumptions whatsoever. 
THEOREM 2.3. In every transient recurrent event 
[P(N,, 5 r) - P (N % r)] 
lira .... o ( r i  1)~2"(1 -'2)-', (2.20) 
11 :=0 
where ~ - P (V  < oo) (i.e., 0 probabil ity that the event takes place), 
N~, is the number o f  occurrences by time n, N lira, N~, R,~ =: ~)~ 1 u i 
and u , ,=  EN,  - ENd, ~, (uo : :  1). In particular, i f  Y~,,R,, <co ,  then 
[P(N,~<r)-P(N<r)] (rv 1)~r -r (2.21) 
where U(t) ~ ,~.  tint". 
PROOF: These results may be established by arguments imilar to (but 
simpler than) those used to establish Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, and so we 
shall omit the proof. 
We conclude this section with the following remark. 
REMARK. Observe that, for y ~ B, P.~(X n .... )', N,,(B) .... r) 
= P,()(,, y, VB r = n), and thus, for y e B, 
Px(X, ,= y, N,z(B) :: r) -= Pz(m < VR r < oo Xr J  : y). (2.22) 
Thus the results of Theorem 2.2 yield information about the tails in 
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(2.22). By arguments imilar to those used to establish Theorem 2.2, 
we may show that in every regular chain, for y ~ B, 
] Px(Xj = y, N~(B) = r) 
lim m=0 j +1 
it1 ] E (HB)5(MflB)(IlB)r-'-JuRo (x,y) + [(Hn)rMB](x, y). 
j=o 
However, we shall omit these details. 
3. STRONG RATIO LIMITS 
In this section we will show that under much more restrictive conditions 
stronger versions of the previous results are possible. 
DEFINITION 3. A transient, irreducible, Markov chain is completely 
regular if for any two states x, y, 
lim R,~(x, y) - D(x, y) (3.1) 
exists, where, as before, R , -  R,(0, 0). 
REMARK. Of course every completely regular chain is regular. In the 
case of a weakly transient chain, D(x, y) = A(x, y), but for a strongly 
transient chain, these two quantities are generally different. 
THEOREM 3.1. I f  in a completely regular chain we know that 
lim R~+I .... 1 (3.2) 
~,~eo Rn 
and that for some positive real number a < 89 
Rc~n~ (3.3) sup,, ~<co,  
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then 
P~(I1 ~ VBr '[ ~<9: A~vBr : )') [ ~ i ] 
lira " " : ~ ( l l I~F(MglB)(I IB) ' t.' (x,y) 
(3.4) 
whcFc 
MB*(X, Y) : [(1 - llR)DIB(1 -- IIB)](X, 3'). (3.5) 
PROOF: We first establish the theorem for r ::: 1. From Eq. (2.8) we 
see that, for y e B, 
Z R,,(.v, z)(I - llR)(z, y) 
BRA.v, y) :~B 
R. R, 
S, ~ BPh,(X, z) [R, ~.I~ (l 11B)] (:, y) 
]c l z~ B 
R~ 
Now the first term on the right converges to [D IB( I -  I1B)](x,y). 
Write the second term as 
Z 
k=l  /,'=JII : 1 
and observe that 
lim lim 2 [IIBD1B(1 liB)] (x, I'). 
Consequently, to complete the proof for r --~ 1 we must show that 
H 
lira lim _~ = 0. 
Now 
2 ~ ~ BPz.(X, -)R,~_x.(Z, y)R,  1 
:= *-1 ,~/,Ze B k=~l~+l  
< 2 N ~ Pz.(x, --)R, ~.(z, y)R,/ ,  
!/ ,zE I~ ]c=~lt=l  
and thus it suffices to show that for each x, y, z. 
lim lira ~ P~.(x, z)R,~._ ~.(z, y)R• 1 = O. 
~tl"~'oo t~-~oO ],'=lit : l 
(3.6) 
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By irreducibility, there is a constant fl and an integer r > 0 such that 
Since 
Pk(x, z)R,, x.(z, y) < fl ~ Pk+,.(O, O)Rn ~.(0, 0). 
k=m+l  k=m 4-1 
Pk+,(O, O)R,_k(O, O) = '~  Pj(O, O)R),+r_j(O, O) 
k=m+l  j=m+l  i r 
ll-k r 
Z Pj(O, O)R,,~ j(O, 0), 
j=m ~ 1 
we see that (3.6) will follow once we establish 
It +/" 
lim lim Y~ P~(0, 0)R,,+~ j(0, 0)RS ~ = 0. 
m n j=m+l  
(3.7) 
To show this we may proceed as follows. Write 
Now 
and thus 
n+r [an] tZ+~'--m ~1+r 
X = X '- X + X 
j=m+l  j=m+l  [(x~? ] +1 n+r  ~'/l + 1 
R,, t Z < Z Pj(0,0),  
j=m+l  - -  R~ j=m+l  
lim lim R~ 1 ~ 0. 
re-+co n--~o2 j=~;'~ +1 
Next, the second sum on the right is dominated by 
and thus 
oo 
R,,~ ~ Ps(O, O) = R m Rc~'~L 
R, j=[nn]+l R,~ 
lim lim R~ 1 Y~ =0.  
m n [~n l+ l  
Finally, the third sum is dominated by 
R~ n+r~-a Pj(O, O) = [ Rn+r-m-- R"+r ] R o 
Rn n+r-m+l  Rn  
and thus 
~z+r 
lim =0.  
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Hence (3.7) holds, and this establishes (3.4) for the case r I. Assume 
we have already established the theorem for all values ~ r ~ 1. From 
Eq. (2.15) we obtain (in the notation used in the proof of Theorem 2.2) 
that 
E BRI( x, u, n) (II~ 1) (u, y) 




E E tcPj(x, u)BRr_t(u,y,n - .i) 
ue l? j= l  
i 
R,, 
Z Z BPj(.\, u) BRr 1(, b!, Y ,  II j )  
u~B j=m~l 
R,, 
The first term on the right converges to the limit MB*IR(Hn) r a(x, y). 
In the second term (by the induction hypothesis), 
l,m lim .... )l E (I1DJ(MR*IR) (HR) ~'-2 ~ (x,y).  j=O 
Since in the third term, HRr ~(u, y, n ./) ~ R,_~(u, y), we see that by 
(3.6), 
lira lira = O. 
Hence (3.4) and (3.5) hold for r, and thus by induction for all r>  1. 
This completes the proof. 
From this result, stronger versions of Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2 follow. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Under the same hypothesis as Theorem 3.1, Jor the 
Direchlet problem discussed in Section 2, we see that 
lim p q~(x) -- %,(x) I = Z Mt~*(x, y)q)(y), x ~. B (3.8) 
COROLLARY 3.2. Under the same hypothesis as Theorem 3.1, 
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Finally, in the case of a recurrent event no regularity assumptions are 
necessary. Arguments similar to those used to establish Theorem 3.1 
then show the following. 
THEOREM 3.2. I f  in a transient recurrent event we know that (3.2) and 
(3.3) hold, then 
lim [P(N,, ~ r) -- (1 -- 9~+~)] -- (r 4 1)Or(l -- ~)e.  (3.10) 
4. EXAMPLES 
In this section we will apply the preceding results to several specific 
Markov chains. In all these examples it will turn out that, when the chain 
is weakly transient A(x,  y)= #(y) where /~ is a specific superregular 
measure. We will also find that, when the chain is completely regular, 
then D(x, y) =/~(y). When A(x, y) and/or D(x, y) have the above form, 
the expressions for the limits in the preceding theorems assume apartic- 
ularly nice form because, in these cases, 
M~(x, y) = Px(V~ = oo)P~(VB = oo)~(y) ,  (4.1) 
where ^  denotes quantities computed for the/~-reverse chain. This is the 
chain with transition matrix 
P(x, y )=p(y)P (y ,  x)#(x)  -1. 
Using (4.1) we may reformulate Theorem 2.2 in these cases as follows. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that the transient chain is regular. Then on the 
one hand, i f  it is weakly transient and (4.1) holds, 
P~(n < VB r < oo; Xv ~ ~ y) 
lim n=0 (4.2) 
;q=O 
r--1 
z ) - ]  
j=o 
Pz(N(B) = j )Pv(N(B) : r -- 1 -- j )#(y) .  
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On the other hand, if it is strongly transient, 
P;(n < V~ ~ < co; .v)~j y) 
" " (4.3) ] ~ N (H~)i(RRoHB)(l Iv)" ~-~ (x,y).  
j=o 
EXAMPLE 1: Transient Random Walk. Let the state space D consist 
of all integer lattice points in d-dimensional Euclidean space. The tran- 
sition matrix is P (x ,y )=:  P(0, y - -x ) .  We always assume that the 
random walk is irreducible and transient. This example was discussed at 
length in [2], to which we refer the reader for details. By Corollary 4.2 
of [2], every such random walk is completely regular and, moreover, 
D(x, y) -- 1, where 1 -- (1, 1, ..., l). Also, condition (3.2) holds when- 
ever lim sup P,~(0, 0) ~j'~ -- 1, and if the partial sums S,~, which constitute 
the random walk, are such that S,,/b,~ converge in law to a stable dis- 
tribution of exponent a, having non-zero density f~(0) at the origin, 
then condition (3.3) is satisfied as well (Theorem 4.5 of [2]). Hence we 
see that Theorem 4.1 applies to every irreducible, transient random walk 
and that the sharper Theorem 3.1 applies, as indicated above, to a very 
large class of such random walks. Observe finally that, for these walks, 
for the Dirichlet problem of Section 2, we obtain the interesting fact 
that 
lim R,, ~ ] %(x) -- cp(x) [ G(VR -- oo)CBJ; x r B, 
where dR( ) ' ) : :  Pu(Vu- -oo) l , (y )  is the "dual capacitary measure" 
of B. 
EXAMPLE 2: Discrete Time Diffusion on the Non-negatiue Integers. 
This process (also called discrete time birth and death processes or 
random walks) has the non-negative integers for states and the transi- 
tion matrix is P(x, x + 1) = p~, P(x, x - 1) -- q, ,  P(x, x) --= r~, 
P (x ,y )=O if ]x - -y j _ '>  1. Here p , - - '  qx+rx= 1 and, for x>-0 ,  
0 <p~ < 1 and 0 <q~< 1. In addition, q0~-0and 0 <p0~< 1. This 
example was also discussed in [2], where it was shown that every such 
transient process is regular and, moreover, that A(x, y) = tz(y), where 
{#(y)} is the unique invariant measure of the process with #(0) -- 1. 
Hence Theorem 4.1 applies to all these processes. 
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By an argument very similar to that used to establish the corresponding 
fact for our next example, we can show that these processes are comple- 
tely regular whenever lim,~ R,+a/R, = 1. In particular, if for some slowly 
varying function L( .)  and a > 0 we know that R~ ~ n-~ then we 
may conclude that Theorem 3.1 holds. 
EXAMPLE 3: Slowly Spreading Chains of  the First Kind. In [1], a very 
useful class of chains was introduced by Kemeny. These chains all have 
the non-negative integers for states, and their transition matrix is of the 
form 
P(x, y) -- b~p(x, 0), y ~ x, 
=Pu,  y= x @ 1, 
= O, y > x -~ 1. 
Here 0 <px < 1, 0 ~ b u < 1, bo > 0, and P(x, 0) > 0. These chains 
are always irreducible. According to [1], the only non-negative regular 
functions for these chains are constants. Set 
i 
f lo= 1, fli = H p~., i > O, 
k=l  
and set ao = O, 
i 1 
ai = E G ,  
k=O 
i>0 .  
Then the chains is transient [1] if and only if 
co 
E (l - p~) ( f l~) - i  < ~.  
k=l  
Using results in [1], we find that the chain is strongly transient if and 
only if 
Y R,, = Y (1 + axSz)Sx < o~, 
where a~ = flxr and 
,l:=X ~1 
(1 - p~) (&az.) - l .  
PROPOSITION 4.1. A transient slowly spreading chain of the first kind 
is always regular. 
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PROOF: Since every strongly transient chain is regular, we may assume 
the chain is weakly transient. From Lcmma 3.1 of [2], we know that for 
each x, y there are constants r~(x, y), fi(x, y) such that 
0 < (t 5~ R,d-u y) <~ fl < cx~ (4.4) 
R,  




: A(x, y) (4.5) 
exists for all x, y. Let 
~t 




Y~ P(u u)S,,(u, y) := S,@,c, y) ~,@, v) 
u~O 
where I e,~ t -<- 2flRo. Hence 
x+l  
E P(x, u)A(u, y) .... A(x, y). 
u=O 
Thus for each fixed y, A(., y) is a non-negative regular function, and 
consequently for every x, A(x, y) = .4(0, y). But we also have for any 
y > 0, 
c,~ 
E S,,(x, u)P(u, yl = S,i(x, y) ~ 6,,(x, y); 
u=y-  1 
or, in other words, for 3,-> 0, 
c~ 
S,i (x, y -- 1 )p~ ~ b~, Y~ S,i(.v, u)P(u, O) -: S~,,(x, y) ~ G,. (4.6) 
tt~Jr 
For y O, 
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S~,~(x, u)P(u, O) -~ S,~(x, 0) -}- 6,,, (4.7) 
u~O 
where [ 5~ [ ~ 2flRo. From (4.6) and (4.7) we obtain 
s,,,(x, y - 1)py + b,~ [S.,,(x. O) - ~,,, - Z s,,, (x, u)P(u, o) 
U=0 
-- S , i (x  , Y) § e,, i . 
Passing to limits we see that 
A(x, y -- 1)p u + b u [A(x, O) - Y, A(x, u)P(u, O) = A(x,  y). 
u=O 
For each fixed x, this determines A(x, .) recursively; and, by results in 
[1], we see that A(x, y) ~ A(x ,  0)%. Consequently, A(x, y) = A(x,  O)a u 
A(O, O)a u = ay (since A(0, 0) = 1). Finally, if there were another 
subsequence {nz} such that the limits in (4.5) held, then the same argu- 
ment as above would show its value to be %.  Hence 
lira S.(x, y) 
. . . .  SA0, 0) ay, 
and thus Theorem 4.1 applies to every such chain. 
In general these chains need have no invariant measure, so {au} will 
not be an invariant measure. In fact (see [1]), {%} will be invariant if 
and only if lim,~_.~ fl,~ -- 0. Moreover, these chains have a unique (mo- 
dulo a constant) invariant measure if they have one at all, so {au} will 
be the only such measure. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. In a slowly spreading chain of the first kind, 
lira Rn+m(x' y) 
~-~o R,,(O, O) - a~ 
for arbitrary x, y and all non-negative integers rn if and only if 




PROOF. If (4.8) holds, then setting x : v 0, m l yields R,~: 
Now assume that R,,~I "~ R,,. Since 
P,a+l (x, . , l ' )o (P ; t+r (O,O) )  
R~ R,~ ' 
we see that 
lim P,~+l(X, y) 0. 
R~ 
But 
PR,  = RnP = R , , -  Phi l :  
and by (4.4) there is a subsequence nz such that 
R,,(x,  y) 
lira - D(x, y) 
7~-+c~0 R?t i 
R~,. 
for all x, y. Proceeding as in the previous proof we may conclude that 
D(x ,y )  = a u. Hence (4.8) holds. 
We conclude this section by illustrating the results on recurrent events. 
EXAMPLE 4. Ladder Points o f  Partial Sums. Let { Y,~, n > 1} be a se- 
quence of indepedent, identically distributed, random variables having 
partial sums Sn = Y~i<_,~ Y i .  An index n is called a ladder point for the 
partial sums ifS,~ > Si for i = 0, 1, 2 .... , n, where So -- 0. Ladder points 
are evidently a recurrent event, and 
u, -- P(S,, > Si , O ~ i < n) = P(Si > O, 1 <i<n) .  
A well-known identity of Sparre-Andersen (see for example, Eq. (1.1) 
of [3]) asserts that 
~ tk 
U(t) = u,,t ~ exp ~ -~ P(S~. > 0). (4.9) 
n~O k--1 
Consequently, ladder points are transient if and only if 
oo 
Z P(Sk>O)k  ~<c~ 
t"=1 
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and are strongly transient if and only if 
oo 
E P(S~ > O) <( c~. 
k=l  
In particular if E I  Y~ [ < ~ and EYi < 0, then ladder points are tran- 
sient. Moreover, as 
co  
E P(Sk > O) 
k=l  
is dominated by the renewal function at 0 for the negatives of the Sn, 
we obtain by known results (see, for example, Theorem 1 of [4]) that 
the event is strongly transient whenever E I Y~ ]2 < co, and EY~ < O. 
But there are also weakly transient ladder points. For example, if Yi --  Z~ 
--/~, where/~ > 0 and Zi has a symmetric stable distribution of expo- 
nent a, 1 < a < 2, then, for some A > 0, 
P(Sn ~> O) = P(Za 4- " "  -+- Zn) ~> ntt) 
= P (Z  1 D- n 1 cl/.)~) ~ Anl-% 
(4.10) 
Hence such ladder points are weakly transient. 
Using well-known Abelian theorems, we readily obtain from (4.10) 
that 
co  
A(t) = ~ t~P(Sn > O) ,-~ AF(2 - a) (1 -- t) -(2-~), t -+ 1 , 
and that 




y, P(Sk > O) tk = f t  A(s) ds" 
k=l k o 
thus from (4.9) we see that as t ~- I - ,  
U(1)AF(2 -- a) (i -- ty - l (a  -- 1) 1. 
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Hence 
~, R~t" U(1) -  U(t) 
,~=o 1 - -  t 
U(1)AI ' (2 - ~)(1 ty ~' 2(,2 - 1) 
Karamata 's  Tauberian theorem now yields 
" U(I )An ~- ~ 
Z R, , .~ 
k=o (2 - -  a ) (a - -  1)' 
and, since Rn is monotone, another Tauberian theorem yields the result 
that 
U(1 )An 1 " 
R?d 
(a 1) 
Consequently, conditions (3.2) and (3.3) are satisfied in this case. 
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